Statement of Results
Let A be an arbitrary constant with A>=I, and let ~ be the class of all multipticative functions f such that I f(p) 
n=l so that IS(~)I<AN. Thus, when q is large the estimate (3) is non-trivial. As a consequence of (3), if ~ is irrational, then S(cO=o(N ) as N~.
Moreover, for almost all real ~, including all real irrational algebraic ~, S(~) <A N(log logN) -89 (N > No(s)).
The most striking aspect of Daboussi's estimate (3) is that it is uniform over fe~. Our main object here is to establish a sharp estimate of this kind. Theorem 1. Suppose that q < N and (a, q) = 1. Then (6) uniformly for fe~. To demonstrate the precision of the above estimates, in w we establish the following simple propositions.
S(a/q) ~.a N ((log 2N) -1 + q~ (q)-~ + (q/N~(log(2N/q)) ~)
(
i) For any real ~ and any N>2 there is an fe~ such that IS(~)[>>N/logN. (ii) If q<N ~ and (a,q)= 1, then there is an feo~ for which [S(a/q)[>>Nq -~.
(iii) If N(log N)-3 < Q < N, then there are a, q, fsuch that Q -3 N Q-1 < q < Q, (a, q)= 1,fe ~-and [S(a/q)l >>(Nq) ~.
In fact, in each of the above the f we construct is totally multiplicative and satisfies If(n)[< 1 for every n.
Of course, for particular functions f, better estimates than that given by Theorem l can be obtained. For example, if f is identically 1, then S(7)~min(N, I1~11-1) where II~ll is the distance of ~ from the nearest integer.
Also, in the case f=#, the MObius function, Davenport [2] used methods of Vinogradov (see [-11] ) to show that S(~)~N(logN) 8.
Nearly sixty years ago, P61ya [9] and Vinogradov [10] independently showed that if Z is a non-principal character modulo q, then for any x I ~ x(n)l <q{ logq. We shall show elsewhere that this maximum is not usually so large. Nevertheless, it is easily seen, by applying Parsevai's identity to the expansion of Lemma 1, that for any primitive character Z modulo q
q
Of course, when x is small compared with q, stronger conclusions than that of Theorem2 are known. The unconditional estimates of Burgess are sharper when x ~ qt-~, and on GRH one has z(n) ~ qL n<=x We devote w167 to the proofs of Theorem 1 and the Corollaries. The general motivation of our argument lies in the methods of Vinogradov for the estimation of trigonometric sums, especially those of the kind ~ e(pe).
p<-_N
We prove Theorem2 in w167 9. The GRH is used to treat the 'major arcs' and Theorem 1 provides a suitable estimate on the 'minor arcs'.
Preliminary Reduction
In w167 many implicit constants depend on A, which for brevity we do not indicate. Our first objective is to relate S(~) to a quadratic form of the kind f(m) f(n) 2,. e(mno O. By Cauchy's inequality and (1) 
As f is multiplicative, so that f(mn)=f(m)f(n) unless (m, n)> 1, we can write
By collecting together those terms in S~ for which pkn is exactly divisible by p1
we obtain, by (4) and Cauchy's inequality,
p,j>2 n
The first sum is easily seen to be convergent, and that the second is also convergent follows from (1) by partial summation. Thus ZI,~N.
The treatment of Z2 is similar. By (4),
On taking aj =f(p~') p-j/3 and observing that 1~i ekl < I~jI 2 + [~k 12 we obtain
Thus T,~ N, and we are left to estimate
f (m) f (n) A (m) e(mna/q). mn<=N
Those pairs m, n in which m is of the form pk with k > 2 contribute an amount to the sum which is bounded by
and this is majorized by the expression in (9) . Therefore the conribution is ~ N. Hence to prove (8) , and consequently Theorem 1, we need only show that (10) pn<:N
The Partition into Rectangles
Our fundamental estimate, in w is for sums over pairs (p, n) lying in rectangular
Thus we partition the sum in (10) into many such regions, omitting only a few terms whose contribution can be estimated crudely.
We begin with the rectangles
where log z N = (log N)/(log 2). Let
In the remaining regions ~ defined by
we place additional rectangles ~ijk for j=l,2 ..... J~ where for each j, 2 j-1 < k ~ 2 j. The ~Uk are defined in the following iterative manner. In ~ we put
Left over in ~ are two regions of the same kind into each of which we place a further rectangle, and so on. Thus, on the j-th occasion we place 2 j-1 rectangles ~jk(2 ~-1 < k < 2 i) where
We do this for j= 1,2 ..... Ji. The choice of J~ in (12) ensures that each ~UR is a rectangle of the form (P', P"] • (N', N"] with
Let g denote the set of points (p,n) with p n<N which do not lie in any rectangle ~r or ~Uk, and write ~i =~/x jV i and ~/= {(p, n)~g: n~JVi}. Then ~ is the union of g~, ~2 and g3, the unions of those ~ with J~ > i+ 1, J~ = [logN]-i + 1 and Ji= [ 89 respectively. We now estimate the contribution in the sum on the left of (10) from the points (p, n) in &.
Consider ~. For a given p, the number of n for which (p,n)~gl is ,~Np -2, and for a given n, there are ~ 1 primes p for which (p, n)~&a. Hence, by Cauchy's inequality,
For each pair (p, n)eg 2 we see that n__<(2N) ~, and for a given n the p with (p,n)eg2 all lie in an interval of length Nn -2. Thus, by the Brun-Titchmarsh inequality [5; Theorem 3.7] the number of such p is ~ Nn-2(log4N n-2)-1. For a given p there are ,~ 1 numbers n for which (p, n)e&2. Thus
When (p, n)E~ 3 we have (N/q) ~ <p <(N@, and for each such p the number of n for which (p,n)~r is ~(Nq~p -~. 
#3
Combining the above estimates we obtain f(p) f(n) e (p n a/q) log p ~ n + (N q)~ (log 2 n/q~ log n.
(15)
The Fundamental Estimate
For l<_k<_K,
, and such that the .
We show that if (a,q)=l and q<XY, then the sum
Let ~=(9 x Jt/be one of the rectangles ~(k). By Cauchy's inequality
We could estimate the second term on the right by immediately squaring out the inner sum and interchanging the order of summation, the new inner sum then being easily estimated. However this apparently leads to a certain loss of precision. Instead, by introducing the smoothing factor w(n)=max(O,2-12n
SO that w(n)=l for neJt', we arrange that the new inner sum behaves like the squared modulus of a sum. Thus the second factor on the right of (17) is
= ~ f(p)f(p')(logp)(logp') ~ w(n) e((p-p') na/q) p,p' ~,.~ n ,~(logQ) 2 ~ min(Y, I[(p-p')a/qlk -2 Y-l). p,p' E.~
Therefore, by Cauchy's inequality,
I,~(logQ)(~ ~ l/(n)l~)~-(~

~ min(Y,H(p-p')a/qH-2Y-1)) ~ k ne,gt(k) k p, p'e.~lk) ~(logQ)M~(YQ(log2Q)-~+ ~ ~ min(Y,[lha/q[]-2Y-a)) ~. O<h<X p<Q p+h=p'
A standard sieve estimate I-5, Theorem3.11] asserts that the number of primes p<Q for which p+h is prime is ~hQ(log2Q) -2 dp(h)-1. Thus 
I ~(MQYlogQ +MQV) ~ where (18)
V= ~, (h/(a(h)) min(Y,, [Iha/qll-2 y-1).
O<h<X Hence, to prove (16) it now suffices to show that
V~XY4)(q)-1 + X + Ylog2X +q log(2XY/q). (19)
The quantity h/~b(h) has bounded mean value, but its presence here adds complications to what would otherwise be an easy estimation. We observe that 
Completion of the Proof of Theorem 1
We first apply (16) to the rectangle ~i. We take K=I, X=Q=2 ~, Y=M=N2 ~. By (12), Ji ~ log(2N/q). Hence, on summing over those j with 1 <=j <=Ji we obtain
Thus f(p)f(n) e(p n a/q) log p <~ N ((i +t
Therefore, by (20), on summing over the i, 0 <i< log2 N, we have
This with (15) gives (10) and thus Theorem 1.
Proofs of the Corollaries
Let S(c~, u)= ~ f(n)e(nc O. Let p,/q, be the n-th convergent to the continued fraction for ~. Then I~ -P,/q,[ < q22, (p,, q,) = 1. Moreover IIq.~ll < q2+~1, and hence q,+ 1 < expq. + provided that q, > qo(~). Let n be the least value of n so that q. +1 > N(log N)-3. Then, for a suitable No(c0, when N > No(c0 we have N (log N)-3 > q, >(logq,+ 1) 3 > 89 N) 3.
S(c04` (~+ N 4)(r)-~ +(Nr) ~ (log ~N)~)(1 + Nl~-b/rl).
Examples
We now construct three totally multiplicative functions f, each with If(n)l ~ 1 for all n, which satisfy (i), (ii) or (iii) in w 1. and using the maximum modulus principle, it follows that there is a totally multiplicative f with If(n)[ = 1 for all n and IS(~)l_-> ~ 1.
89
(ii) Let f(n)= z(n), where Z is a character modulo q induced by the primitive character X* modulo k, so that k[q. When (a, q)= 1 we have 
Preliminaries of the Proof of Theorem 2
Let Z be a character modulo q with conductor r induced by the character X* modulo r. Then r lq and
n<x y n<y
Therefore, as 2P'(q/~)~ (q/r) ~, to prove the theorem it suffices to consider primitive characters. When ;~ is a primitive character, with modulus q, the sum ~ z(n) has a simple ?l~x
Fourier expansion which P61ya [9] put in the following quantitative form.
Lemma 1. Let Z be a primitive character modulo q, q > 1. Then
In this expansion z(X), the Gaussian sum, satisfies [r(X)l=l//q. Hence the constant term is
Littlewood [7] has shown that the estimate L(1, ;0 ~ log logq is a consequence of GRH. Therefore, in order to prove Theorem 2 we need only show (assuming GRH) that for primitive X modulo q with q > 1 we have This gives (24) and completes the proof of the theorem. We can also obtain hypothetical improvements on the P61ya-Vinogradov inequality (7) by arguing from bounds for IZ(s, Z)I. For example, suppose that
M (q) =max IL(s, Z)]
where the maximum is taken over a > 1, [tl < q2 and all non-principal characters Z to moduli not exceeding q2. We may use ideas of G. Halb, sz [4] to bound the sum ~kz(m ) of (29) in terms of M(q), and proceed as above to show that
. ~ x z(n) ~ q~ M(q)~ (log q)~ (log CMl og(q)q !~.
Since it is known that M(q) ~ log q, any improvement in the bounds for M(q) would give a corresponding sharpening of the P61ya-Vinogradov inequality.
